The present invention refers to a device for hanging-up and/or storing intended to be used for hanging-up/storing of a dishcloth and/or a cleaning sponge, said device comprising means (9, 13, 14) for attaching it to a wall or the like. It is generally known problem that dishcloths and cleaning sponges constitute a colony of bacteria. The device according to the invention is characterized by that it comprises at least one generally band-shaped element (3; 3"a; 3"b; 3"'), that each band-shaped element comprises two along each other and at the distance from each other extending wall portions (5; 7; 5''; 7''; 5"a; 7"a; 5"b; 7"b; 5"''; 7"''), that said wall portions are connected with each other by means of a bottom portion (11; 11''; 11"a; 11"b; 11"''), that the wall portions and the bottom portion together define a storing space, that the second wall portion (7; 7''; 7"a; 7"b; 7"') serves as a hanging-up hook.
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DEVICE FOR HANGING-UP AND STORING

Technical Field of the Invention

The present invention refers to a device for hanging-up and/or storing, said device intended to be used for hanging-up/storing of a dishcloth and/or a cleaning sponge. The device comprises means for attaching it to a wall or the like.

Prior Art

From time to time the question is raised how to deal with the colony of bacteria in the household that the dishcloth constitutes. In this connection the importance of squeezing the dishcloth is confirmed as well as that the dishcloth is allowed to dry at regular intervals. In a wet or damp dishcloth an unchecked growth of bacteria in principle takes place.

From US-A-5,217,123 a device for hanging-up a dishcloth is previously known, said device being in the shape of a rod that by means of two suction cups is fastened to the inner wall of a sink. The dishcloth is hung over said rod on one hand to dry and on the other hand to be out of sight if the rod is fastened to the wall of the sink that is located closest to the free edge of the sink. There are several obvious disadvantages in connection with this device. If someone flushes water in the faucet of the sink, e.g. to fill a glass of water, water will normally splash upon the dishcloth when said dishcloth hangs on the rod, i.e. the dishcloth becomes wet. If flushing of water takes place in the faucet quite frequently the dishcloth is not allowed to dry but remains wet or damp, this stimulating growth of bacteria. Further, the device according to US-A-5,217,123 intrude upon the space of the sink if the user not choses to remove the device each time the sink is used for washing-up. However, said last-mentioned action seems complicated.

From DE-U1-297 07 035 is previously known a device that on one hand includes a receptacle for a bottle and on the other hand a compartment for storing of for instance a dishcloth. However, said compartment has no features that
facilitates the drying of the dishcloth and hence restrict the growth of bacteria in said dishcloth.

**Objects and Features of the Invention**

A primary object of the present invention is to provide a device of the type defined above, said device presenting a flexible and functional hanging-up/storing of for instance a dishcloth and/or a cleaning sponge. Thus the dishcloth may cooperate with the device according to the invention in different ways.

A further object of the present invention is that the device shall present a hanging-up/storing that effects drying of for instance the dishcloth/the sponge in connection with said hanging-up/storing.

Still an object of the present invention is that the device should be easy to clean.

Still an object of the present invention is that the device should be simple to manufacture and simultaneously have a functional design.

At least the primary object of the present invention is realised by means of a device for hanging-up and/or storing, said device has been given the features of the appended independent claim. Preferred embodiments of the invention are defined in the dependent claims.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Below a number of embodiments of the device according to the invention will be described, reference being made to the accompanying drawings where:

Figure 1 shows an embodiment of a device according to the present invention;

Figure 2 shows a perspective view, somewhat inclined from beneath, of the embodiment according to figure 1, a preferred principle of the attachment of the device to a wall is also shown and an accessory of the device;

Figure 3 shows a perspective view, inclined from above, of the device according to figure 1;
Figure 4 shows a side view of the device according to Figure 1, where also a preferred embodiment of the attachment of the device to a wall is shown;

Figure 5 shows a sideways perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the device according to the present invention;

Figure 6 shows a sideways perspective view of a further alternative embodiment of the device according to the present invention;

Figure 7 shows a sideways perspective view of a further alternative embodiment of the device according to the present invention;

Figure 8 shows a view showing the device according to the invention as a hook for a dishcloth;

Figure 9 shows a view showing an alternative way to place a dishcloth in the device according to the invention;

Figure 10 shows a view showing the dishcloth positioned in the device; and

Figure 11 shows a cleaning sponge stored in the device according to the present invention.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments of the Device according to the Invention

The embodiment of the device 1 according to the present invention shown in figure 1-4 comprises an integrally designed band-shaped element 3 that in its turn comprises two along each other extending wall portions, a first one 5 of said portions has a bent edge portion 9 at its free end while a second one 7 of said portions has a smooth rounding 10 at its free end, the importance of said rounding 10 will be illuminated below. The two wall portions 5 and 7, extending along each other, are connected with each other by means of an arched bottom portion 11, said wall portions 5, 7 and said bottom portion 11 together defining a storing space, e.g. for a dishcloth or a cleaning sponge. In the disclosed embodiment, in order to give the storing space appropriate dimensions, the height of the wall portions 5, 7, i.e. the extension in the longitudinal direction of the paper in figure 1, is of the same magnitude as the width of said wall portions
5, 7, i.e. the extension in the transverse direction of the paper in figure 1. More precisely, the width of the wall portions 5, 7 is somewhat larger than their height. The radius of curvature of the bottom portion 11 is elected in such a way that the wall portions 5, 7 are located at a suitable distance from each other, reference in this case being made to the thickness of a conventional cleaning sponge, which will be illustrated below. In exemplifying and non-restricting purpose it may be mentioned that the distance between the wall portions is in the interval of 30-70 mm, preferably in the interval of 40-60 mm.

As is most evident from figures 2 and 3 the second wall portion 7 and the bottom portion 11 are provided with a number of circular openings 12, said openings 12 having the aim to facilitate the drying of the objects that are hanging upon/stored in the device 1 according to the invention.

As is evident from figures 2 and 4 the bent edge portion 9 is intended to cooperate with a groove 13 of an attachment 14 that is attached to a wall or the like. The attachment 14 may be attached to the wall or the like in several ways. In exemplifying but non-restricting purpose the use of screws or the like may be mentioned, said screws or the like being received in holes 15 in the attachment 14 or double-sided adhering tape that is inserted between the attachment 14 and the wall or the like.

The bent edge portion 9 is intended to be inserted into the groove 13, and thereby the band-shaped element 3 is suspended in its position of use. Thus, the band-shaped element 3 and the attachment 14 together form the device 1 according to the present invention. The simple detachment of the band-shaped element 3 from the attachment 14 means that said band-shaped element without any problems may be cleaned when necessary.

As is shown in figure 2 a hook shaped hanger 16 may be mounted in the bottom portion 11 of the band-shaped element 3. The hanger 16 has a T-shaped portion 17 that abuts the inside of the bottom portion 11 when the hanger 16 is inserted through an opening 12 of the bottom portion 11. Thereby, the
hanger 16 is supported by the band-shaped element 3. The hanger 16 is for instance intended to carry a dish brush.

The alternative embodiment of a band-shaped element 3' according to the present invention, shown in figure 5, differs from the embodiment according to figures 1-4 primarily in two respects. On one hand the second wall portion 7' has no smooth rounding at its free end but the second wall portion 7' is provided with a straight edge at its free end and on the other hand the openings 12' are elongated compared to the circular openings 12 of the embodiment according to figures 1-4.

The alternative embodiment of a device 1" according to the present invention, shown in figure 6, includes in principle two band-shaped elements 3"a and 3"b, one 3"a being located above the other 3"b. The upper band-shaped element 3"a has in principle the same basic shape as the band-shaped element 3 in figures 1-4 while the lower band-shaped element 3"b has a first wall portion 5"b having an essentially larger height than the second wall portion 7"b. The reason therefore is that the first wall portion 5"b of the lower band-shaped element 3"b overlaps the first wall portion 5"a of the upper band-shaped element 3"a, see figure 6. In the area of said overlap the first wall portions 5"a and 5"b are connected with each other in a suitable way, e.g. by glueing.

The second wall portion 7"b of the lower band-shaped element 3"b has a height that in principle corresponds to the height of the second wall portion 7"a of the upper band-shaped element 3"a. The discussions above concerning the height/width relationship of the wall portions 5 and 7 in connection with the embodiment according to figures 1-4 are valid also for the embodiment according to figure 6 with the exception of the first wall portion 5"b of the lower band-shaped element 3"b.

The embodiment shown in figure 6 likewise includes a bent edge portion 9" at the common free edge of the first wall portions 5"a and 5"b. Whether portions from only one or both of the first wall portions 5"a, 5"b are included in the bent edge portion 9" is not of significant importance as regards the present invention.
As is evident from figure 6 the respective band-shaped elements 3"a and 3"b have different shape of the openings 12"a and 12"b respectively, said openings 12"a of the upper band-shaped elements 3"a being square while the openings 12"b of the lower band-shaped element 3"b constitute slots having an extension in the width direction of the second wall portion 7"b. Both the upper and lower band-shaped elements 3"a and 3"b have a smooth rounding 10"a and 10"b respectively at the free ends of the elements.

The embodiment of a device 1'" according to the present invention, shown in figure 7, includes in principle two band-shaped elements 3'" arranged side by side, said elements however being integral via a common first wall portion 5'" that at its free end has a bent edge portion 9'" intended to be used to attach said the device 1'" on a wall or the like as described above.

The two other wall portions 7'", included in the device 1'" according to figure 7, are designed with circular openings 12'" and a smooth rounding 10'" at the free ends of the second wall portions 7'". The bottom portions 11'" are designed with a radius of curvature and circular openings 12'".

The Function of the Invention

A number of exemplifying functions of the device according to the invention will be described below, reference being made to figures 8-11.

In figure 8 is shown how the device according to the present invention functions as a hook, i.e. a dishcloth is hung over the free end of the second wall portion 7; 7' and the dishcloth is allowed to dry in this position. In this connection it is preferable if said free end has a smooth rounding since in such a case the dishcloth gets a hang that facilitates the drying.

In figures 9 and 10 an alternative way is shown to dry a dishcloth by means of the device 1 according to the present invention. In such a case the dishcloth is preferably formed to a roll, see figure 9, and then it is placed in the storing space, see figure 10, that is defined by the first and second
wall portions and the bottom portion. Of course, the
dishcloth does not need to be formed to a roll before it is
placed in the storage space in question. Especially in
connection with the storing that is illustrated in figure 10
the openings 12 in the second wall portion and the bottom
portion are of importance since the openings 12 promote the
drying of the dishcloth by increasing the air circulation.

In figure 11 is shown how the device 1 according to the
present invention may be used as storing space for a cleaning
sponge. Also in this connection the openings 12 in the second
wall portion and the bottom portion are of importance for the
drying of the cleaning sponge.

In this connection it should be pointed out that it is
also possible to use the same device according to the
invention to simultaneously hang up for instance a dishcloth
and store for instance a cleaning sponge.

Feasible Modifications of the Invention

In the embodiments described above the device according
to the present invention includes an attachment 14 having a
groove 13, in which a bent edge of the band-shaped element is
to be received. However, within the scope of the invention, it
is also feasible to attach, in other ways, the device
according to the invention to a wall or the like. Thus the
band-shaped element may be attached directly the to the wall
or the like, e.g. by means of screws or double-sided adhering
tape.

There are several different alternatives as regards the
material that the device according to the present invention is
manufactured from, and in exemplifying but non-restricting
purpose it may be mentioned that the band-shaped element may
be manufactured from a metal band that is provided with
openings and subjected to surface treatment, or the
band-shaped element may be injection moulded from a plastic
material.

From figure 4 in the description above it is evident
that the first and second wall portions 5 and 7 in principle
are parallel to each other. This is of course not necessary
but said wall portions 5, 7 may between themselves define an
angle. It is preferred that the wall portions diverge somewhat from each other in direction towards their free ends.

As regards the openings 12; 12'; 12''a, 12''b; 12''' in the second wall portion 7; 7'; 7''a, 7''b; 7'''' a number of different variants are shown in the above embodiments. Within the scope of the invention it is however feasible with further shapes of the openings, and consequently the ones shown above should only be regarded as examples within the scope of the invention.

In the embodiments shown above most of the wall portions have a width somewhat larger than the height of the wall portions. This is however a relation of dimensions that may be varied within the scope of the invention as long as the device according to the invention functions in an intended way. Thus the width of the wall portions may for instance be somewhat smaller than the height of the wall portions.

The hook-shaped hanger 16 may be given a different design and location compared to what is shown in figure 2. Thus is it feasible within the scope of the invention to have the hook-shaped hanger located at the outer side of the second wall portion 7, said hook-shaped hanger preferably being integral with said second wall portion 7 and projecting from said wall portion 7.
Claims

1. Device for hanging-up and/or storing intended to be used for hanging-up/storing of a dishcloth and/or a cleaning sponge, said device comprising means (9, 13, 14) for attaching it to a wall or the like, characterized in that it comprises at least one generally band-shaped element (3; 3’; 3”a; 3”b; 3’’’), that each band-shaped element comprises two along each other and at the distance from each other extending wall portions (5, 7; 5’; 7’; 5”a, 7”a, 5”b, 7”b; 5’’’, 7’’’), that said wall portions are connected with each other by means of a bottom portion (11; 11’; 11”a, 11”b; 11’’’), that the wall portions and the bottom portion together define a storing space, that the second wall portion (7; 7’; 7”a, 7”b; 7’’’) serves as a hanging-up hook, and that the second wall portion (7; 7’; 7”a, 7”b; 7’’’) and/or the bottom portion (11; 11’; 11”; 11’’’) have openings (12; 12’; 12”a, 12”b; 12’’’).

2. Device according to claim 1, characterized in that the free end of the second wall portion (7; 7’; 7”a, 7”b; 7’’’) has a smooth rounding (10; 10’; 10”; 10’’’).

3. Device according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the bottom portion (11; 11’; 11”; 11’’’) is curved.

4. Device according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that the first and second wall portions (5, 7; 5, 7’; 5”a, 7”a, 5”b, 7”b; 5’’’, 7’’’) are parallel to each other.

5. Device according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that the means for attaching the device to a wall or the like comprises an attachment adapted to be attached to a wall or the like and a bent edge portion (9; 9’; 9”; 9’’’) provided on the band-shaped element (3; 3’; 3”a, 3”b; 3’’’), said edge portion (9; 9’; 9”; 9’’’) being
intended to be received in a groove (13) of the attachment (14).

6. Device according to claim 5, characterized in that the bent edge portion (9; 9′; 9″; 9‴) is designed integral with the first wall portion (5; 5′; 5″a, 5″b; 5‴) of the band-shaped element (3; 3′; 3″a, 3″b; 3‴).

7. Device according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that it comprises two band-shaped elements (3″a; 3″b, one being arranged above the other in the position of use of the device (1″).

8. Device according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that it comprises two band-shaped elements (3‴) that are arranged side by side in the position of use of the device (1‴).
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